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YOUR COACH
WELCOME, MY BEAUTIFUL FRIEND.

You are an amazing woman who has worked hard to get where you are, but
regardless of how far you have come, there is still that nagging voice that is telling
you that you are not good enough, not smart enough, not pretty enough.
Even with all of the progress that we have made as a gender, there is still that
hangover from past generations; that sense of being a 'good girl'.
And it is keeping you from all that you are meant to be.
This is what I call "Upper Limiting".
The trouble is that our inner critic, or self-critic is not rational, and so all of our
logical thinking doesn't get us too far when it comes to quietening the voice that
keeps us small or "upper limited".
If you have been stuck in a pattern of comparing yourself to others,
procrastinating over taking leaps towards your dreams, waiting until everything is
perfect, and/or being held hostage by the inner voice that is your harshest and
most vocal critic, then this is the workbook series for you.
Inside are 3 powerful practices that I have been using with my clients for over 15
years. Pick your favourite or use them all, break through your upper limits, and
step boldly into your Technicolour Life.
This is not about becoming brash or masculine, it is about harnessing the power of
who you already are, and putting it to work for you.
Ready? Let's get started!
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The workbooks in this series are borne from these simple principles...

1. Learn a little
2. Play a little
3. Practice a LOT!
I have intentionally kept story to a minimum to ensure maximum
efficiency in you being able to access the tools.
My goal?
To make this free experience more valuable than the last online course
you bought.
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STEP

ONE
Learn a little...
Seeking out a mentor is a great way to get ahead. Why reinvent the wheel
when you can be taken under the wing of someone who has already done
what you are trying to.
This is a tried and tested method.
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STEP ONE
LEARN A LITTLE

Mentorship and Community are not easy to find when you are blazing a
relatively new or underrepresented trail in your career or business.
Yes, there may be mentors available, but have they ascended to success with
their grace and femininity intact? Many have succeeded by becoming 'one of
the guys', or acting in a more masculine and aggressive manner than is
comfortable for you.
Add in the distrust of other women and it can be challenging to find the right
mentorship and community for you.
Let's stay with the distrust issue for a moment because it is an important one. I
know from personal experience that one of the drivers for my entry into
engineering was the appeal of it being less likely to attract women.
I had had a very challenging school career where I really did not fit in with the
girls in my class.
This led to a deep distrust and fear of being vulnerable with other women for
many years.
When I began working with women in tech fields, I began to realise that my
experience was not in isolation.
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STEP ONE
LEARN A LITTLE

The flipside of this is that when women ARE in community, a safe, respected
community, magic happens.
There is a collective power from bringing likeminded women together that is far
more than its component parts and so many women are missing out on that.
This is a key driver in my bringing together small groups of women in The
Purple Hair Revolution. It provides a very safe space for women to begin to
rebuild that trust in a safe environment.
Mentorship and Masterminding is vital for women to continue to break
through their Upper Limits.
Today I am going to introduce you to your very own Mentor. This is a woman
who knows you better than anyone else, and the very best thing is that she is
available to you 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, 365 days a year.
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STEP

TWO
Play a little...
This section is a little different to the other workbooks in the Upper Limit
Breakthrough Series.
To prepare, find a spot where you are comfortable and will not be disturbed
for about 20 minutes.
Grab a cushion or blanket, a cup of tea or glass of water, and have a
notebook and pen nearby (or print off this workbook).
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STEP TWO
PLAY A LITTLE

COACHING ACTIVITY
Listen to the guided visualisation below and then complete the Coaching
Prompts and Questions in Step Three.
Introducing your Inner Mentor....

CLICK HERE TO LISTEN
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STEP

THREE
Practice a lot..
Listen to the audio as often as you need to really familiarise yourself with
your Inner Mentor/Future You.
The Questions and Prompts on the following pages will help you to explore
your relationship and understanding of your Inner Mentor and what you
need to start doing in order to become her.
Soon you'll be able to quickly check-in with your Inner Mentor/Future You
LORRAINEHAMILTON NET
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PRACTICE 1/2
YOUR EXPERIENCE
REFLECTION PROMPT #1:
Write about what you experienced during the visualisation: colours, images, feelings,
messages etc...

REFLECTION PROMPT #2:
Open the gift that your guide gave you at the end of the visualisation. Write about that here:
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PRACTICE 2/2
GETTING TO KNOW YOUR INNER GUIDE
REFLECTION PROMPT #3:
Imagine more about how your Inner Guide moves through the world. Explore her
personal style, work life, daily routines, home life etc.
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STEP THREE
PRACTICE A LOT

Practice being more like your inner guide in all aspects of life.
For example, the next time you are out for dinner, ask yourself,
"What would my inner guide order?"
In a work context, you can ask yourself,
"How would my inner guide handle this situation?"
"What would my inner guide write in this email?"
Start small by asking low-risk questions and practice taking the steps that she
would take, and then you can begin to play with this and act more and more
like your wise inner guide.
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MEET THE AUTHOR
LORRAINE HAMILTON

I’m a Scottish kiwi based in Greater Wellington, mother of
teenage daughters, former radio-frequency engineer and
lover of tea, cake, cars and Firefly.
I also spent years being an expert chameleon desperately
trying to blend into the background in a bid to ‘fit in’ which
left me living in the grey, instead of living a life of glorious
technicolour.

"You can still be
powerful, but in a
gentler way"
READY FOR MORE?...
NEXT STEPS:
1. JOIN THE PURPLE HAIR REVOLUTION

I’ve spent a decade-and-a-half helping other ambitious,

2. APPLY FOR 1:1 COACHING

yet cautious, business owners and professionals find their
‘Dye Your Hair Purple Sooner’ moment resulting in them
living bold, authentic and genuine lives.

HAVE QUESTIONS

I THINK THAT’S AN IDEA WORTH SPREADING!
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www.lorrainehamilton.net
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“WHO YOU ARE
SURROUNDED BY OFTEN
DETERMINES WHO YOU
BECOME.”
VICKY SAUNDERS, FOUNDER OF
SHEEO
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